
Four reasons for easy load handling:
We make bulky goods easy to move

Transport heavy loads in a safe, easy and compact way with 

our TrolleyMover 4W 15, which is designed for the loading 

and unloading of B- and E-Frames with trolleys.

Space-saving transport of long goods via a 4-way function

 The standard driving mode allows forward and backwards 

 movement over long distances

 Can be easily moved in every direction even in tight 

 spaces due to the 4-way driving mode

Safe transport of heavy loads

 Designed for loads up to 1,500 kg

 Transport of long goods along the direction of travel

Space-saving turning

 Turn by 360° with standard driving mode

 Turning happens on the spot

Safe operation thanks to automatic functions

 Automatic opening and closing of trolley protection for 

 LiftRunner B- and E-Frames

 Safe loading and unloading of B- and E-Frames 

 with trolleys

Smooth load handling
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Factors for your success

Heavy made easy:
Transport heavy loads up to 1,500 kg in a safe, easy and 

compact way with our TrolleyMover 4W 15. 

The TrolleyMover 4W 15 has been developed for the loading 

and unloading of LiftRunner B- and E-Frames with standard 

version STILL trolleys with diagonally arranged rollers with a 

rotating brake pedal.

Efficiency that saves space:
The TrolleyMover 4W 15 shines when things get tight. Thanks 

to the adjustable driving modes it can turn by 360° on the 

spot and makes the quick loading and unloading of the tugger 

train possible, even in tight spaces.

Flexible driving:
Flexibility due to two driving modes is its trump card. In 

standard driving mode the TrolleyMover 4W 15 only moves 

forwards and backwards – ideal if you have to cover long 

distances. 

With the 4-way driving mode the TrolleyMover 4W 15 can 

be flexibly moved in any direction. This ensures that long 

goods can be transported along the direction of travel. 

An automatic opening and locking function for securing 

trolleys with LiftRunner B- and E-Frames keeps people 

and materials safe.

Maximum manoeuvrability, 
ergonomics and durability due 
to the unique tiller

Automatic opening and 
locking function for trolley 
protection with the 
B- and E-Frames

Easy loading and unloading 
of an E-Frame with STILL 
standard trolleys


